FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ScImage releases PicomWebLink secure sharing portal
Media-free image sharing with patients and their physicians
Los Altos, CA – July 22, 2015: Enterprise imaging pioneer, ScImage, announced the release of
PicomWebLink™, which provides facilities an alternative to burning unsecured CD’s containing
confidential patient information. The technology uses ScImage’s PICOM365™ web-enabled platform
and allows an authorized user to share a secure WebLink, which includes access code and expiration
date, to patients and physicians outside of the network. Images are viewable on any device and with
any operating system.
“Healthcare institutions spend large amounts of money on securing patient information,” said Sai Raya,
PhD, founder and CEO of ScImage. “But what happens when a CD leaves the premises? PicomWebLink
allows you to share exam images within the security of the cloud, and without the limitations of physical
media.”
ScImage’s PICOM365 Enterprise PACS unifies diagnostic reading and reporting of all medical imaging
exams within a single platform. PicomWebLink is available to facilities regardless of whether their
enterprise data is stored in the cloud, on premise, or both. PicomWebLink is also available via
PicomCloud™, ScImage’s cloud PACS solution. Contact ScImage to learn more about how you can
incorporate PicomWebLink into your imaging infrastructure.

About ScImage
ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company headquartered in Los Altos, California. Founded in 1993, ScImage
provides cost effective options to institutions challenged with disparate and non-integrated imaging systems.
ScImage’s PICOM365 technology consolidates multi-department PACS, diagnostic reporting, VNA, enterprise
viewing and collaborative reading. This single-database platform can be implemented on premises, in the cloud
or both. ScImage’s unique approach incorporates Radiology, Cardiology, Women’s Health, clinical documents,
and other “ologies” into a seamless diagnostic application suite. For more information about ScImage and the
PICOM365 family of products, visit their website at www.scimage.com or call 1-866-SCIMAGE.
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